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Enjoining of Good and Forbidding of the Evil

Selfishness and man’s being busy with himself without caring for others, as long as he is at ease and not
needy is one of the serious problems that civilization has created in societies. This is more dangerous
than any disease.

When people are selfish, the society is afflicted with paralysis and the welfare of the nation is
suspended. Its fate is played with so that there is no one who can offer anything for reprieve. Then, the
values of magnanimity, heroism, sacrifice for others, altruism and the fight against injustice and
corruption die. In such a case, religion and conscience shall wither away and become weak.

The Prophet (S) said:

Either you enjoin the good and forbid the evil or Allah will impose upon you the worst of you. Then the
best of you shall pray to Allah and it shall not be responded to.1

“The enjoining of good and the forbidding of the wrong” is such a necessary matter in the life of a nation
that some of the imams have considered it as one the pillars of Islam. Therefore, you see that the first
motto that the modern Islamic movements adopt is “the enjoining of the good and forbidding of the
wrong”. However, civilized societies today object seriously to this matter through the institutions created
recently in the democratic societies such as the Assembly of the Human rights, the Assembly of
Women’s rights and even the Rights of animals.

If a government is not responsible for the “enjoining of the good and forbidding of the wrong”, it will be
impossible for a group or individuals to undertake it by themselves. Today, you see wrong and corruption
everywhere and you cannot change anything. It is very easy for any girl to bring a suit against you, and
in the best condition it shall be said to you - do not interfere in what does not concern you! If you say
that you just enjoin the good and forbid the wrong, the answer shall be - ‘and who are you? And by
which right you permit yourself to do so? And who has given you this authority?’

I myself have tried these experiments, as have many other Muslims. We got bitterness of weakness and
failure out of those experiments. I remained confused between beliefs that forced me to carry out this
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duty and threatened me if I did not. The reality that we live in prevented me from this right, and
threatened me if I tried to do it again.

I remember that once a governor said to me, “Are you the Messenger of Allah that Allah has sent with a
new religion to reform people?” I said, “Certainly not.” He said, “Then be satisfied with yourself and
family and keep us away from your evil. It is we who are responsible for the safety and peace of people.
If we leave the matter for every nosy one to enjoin and forbid, there shall be anarchy.”2

I knew my worth and stopped at the boundaries! I was afraid, and my soul incited me to venture forth at
one time and to retire at another. I remained so for some years until a tradition of the Messenger of Allah
(S) attracted my attention. In this tradition, the Prophet (S) said:

Whosoever of you sees an evil let him change (reform) it with his hand, and if he cannot do so - let him
do it with his tongue, and if he cannot do so then let him do with his heart, and this is the weakest of
faith.3

The Prophet (S) said:

No prophet that Allah has sent for his nation before me, except that he had from his community disciples
and companions who followed his Sunnah and obeyed his commands. Then after them their successors
came who said what they did not do and they did what they were not ordered to do. Whoever resists
them with his hand is faithful, whoever resists them with his tongue is faithful, and whoever resists them
with his heart is faithful, and anything else than that is not from faith inasmuch as a grain of mustard.4

I praised Allah the Almighty that He has not imposed on us that which we have no capacity to bear.
Thus, the Prophet’s traditions explained the Book of Allah, and because Allah knows all things in the
past, present, and future, so He knew that a time would come to people where a Muslim would be
unable to reject the evil. Therefore, He made it easy for Muslims and imposed on them only what they
could bear. Therefore, the saying of the Prophet (S), “Whoever of you sees an evil let him change
(reform) it with his hand, and if he cannot do so, let him do with his tongue…” is a proof on the changing
of the Muslim society from a state of powerfulness into the state of weakness. Besides that, it is a proof
that the legal obligation changes from a state into another.

So the duty of one, who is powerful, is to reform the evil by power which is represented by the “hand” in
the tradition, and the one, who is powerless, has to reform the evil through speech and breaches which
are represented by the “tongue”. And the one, who is certain that his speech shall cause him harm and
trouble, has to deny the evil in his heart without announcing his opinion openly and this shall be his legal
duty.

Glory be to Allah Who does not impose on a soul except what it can bear, and blessings and peace be
on the Prophet (S) of mercy who was more merciful to the believers than they themselves were and on
his generous, immaculate progeny.5



1. Musnad Ahmad vol.5, p. 391, Al-Sunan al-Kubra, vol.10, p. 93
2. Because we are Arabs or in fact underdeveloped nomads, we let our learned men and thinkers solve the social,
economic and political problems of the country. Only recently, we became free from regency and the mandatory rule.
Therefore, we have little choice but to keep silent and obedient to keep pace with the movements and clubs of nudism and
perversion.

And so we announce, like in the west, our need for some girls to act in a licensed film for wages. Of course, then they go
on their way. Why should we remain nosy? Otherwise, the tongue of every nosy person who wants to be an obstacle in the
way of development and prosperity must be severed! Long live the civilization!

3. Sahih Muslim, vol.1, p. 69, hadith no 78. Chapter of “the forbidding of evil is from faith…”
4. Sahih Muslim, vol.1, p. 70, hadith no 80. Chapter of “The forbidding of evil is from faith…”
5. Unfortunately, we find among foreigners and in the western countries attentive listeners, but we do not find them in our
Arab and Muslim countries. In fact, attentive listening is forbidden here!
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